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15.06.05-1 

Question 15.6.5-1 
  
Only some of the TMI Action Plan requirements are discussed in Section 15.6.5.  
Provide discussion of compliance with all TMI Action Plan requirements noted in SRP 
15.6.5.  If a particular requirement is not applicable to US-APWR state the reason(s) 
why. 

 
 
15.06.05-2 

Question 15.6.5-2 
  
How was the least favorable power shape determined for each break size? 

 
 
15.06.05-3 

Question 15.6.5-3 
  
Has the potential for debris wash-down into the refueling water storage pit been 
adequately considered to result in conservative ECCS flow rate? 

 
 
15.06.05-4 

Question 15.6.5-4 
  
Are the assumed flow rates of the HHSI conservative and consistent with data on head-
flow characteristics of the HHSI pumps? 
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15.06.05-5 
Question 15.6.5-5 
  
The idea behind partitioning transients into phases was based on change in dominant 
phenomenon.  What dominant phenomenon is changing during the transition from 
blowdown phase to refill phase? 

 
 
15.06.05-6 

Question 15.6.5-6 
  
The secondary side is one of the sinks and the secondary pressure controls that heat 
transfer.  Provide the secondary side pressure plot. 

 
 
15.06.05-7 

Question 15.6.5-7 
  
The accumulator coolant temperature is 95oF. The saturation temperature in the RCS 
(600 psia) at the time of accumulator injection is around 250oC (482oF). There will be 
mixing of subcooled ECCS with saturated vapor and that will condense some of the 
vapor and may assist some coolant flow down the downcomer.  Has this phenomenon 
been considered in deciding the blowdown phase?  When do non-condensables come 
into RCS? 

 
 
15.06.05-8 

Question 15.6.5-8 
  
Provide a description or manual for the HOTSPOT code.  Discuss how HOTSPOT 
interfaces with COBRA/TRAC? 

 
 
15.06.05-9 

Question 15.6.5-9 

Section 15.6.5.3.2.1 describes the range of variables considered for ASTRUM 
calculations.  However the variables listed in Table 15.6.5-1 only consider plant 
conditions, initial fluid conditions, power related parameters and boundary conditions. 
Where are the parameters related to models in the computer code (such as heat transfer 
coefficients)? Where are the uncertainties related to the accumulator model?  Provide 
the basis for ASTRUM run conditions as listed in Table 15.6.5-1.  Discuss the 
distribution of variables within their range. 
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15.06.05-10 
Question 15.6.5-10 
  
Section 15.6.5.3.3.1 describes the progression of the LBLOCA transient, however,  the 
section does not provide enough information to justify the conclusions. Provide figures 
showing pressure, break flow, and core flow for the first 200 seconds.  Also, Figure 
15.6.5-2 shows liquid and vapor mass flow rates at the exit of hot assembly.  What is the 
reason for so many oscillations throughout the three phases? 

 
 
15.06.05-11 

Question 15.6.5-11 
  
Section 15.6.5.3.3.1 shows PCT at different locations and for different sets of 
parameters in Figures 15.6.5-1, 15.6.5-9 to 15.6.5-11. In some cases the blowdown 
peak is higher and in other cases the reflood phase PCT is higher. What is the reason 
for this observation? Are PCTs in Figure 15.6.5-9 blowdown PCTs or reflood PCTs?   
Why is the highest PCT for DCLEG with CD=1, and not at higher value of CD in Figure 
15.6.5-9? 

 
 
15.06.05-12 

Question 15.6.5-12 
  
Section 15.6.5.3.3.1 describes ASTRUM results and comparison with 10 CFR 50.46.  
The general process to obtain 95% values with 95% confidence for PCT, LMO and CWO 
is acceptable. There are questions about the parameters selected, and their ranges and 
distributions (see Question 15.6.5-6).  Explain the differences between Figures 15.6.5-10 
and 15.6.5-11?  Are both results from Run 72?  Do PCT and LMO occur at the same 
location?  Discuss why the reflood PCT is higher for the run which has the highest CWO 
(Figure 15.6.5-12). 

 
 
15.06.05-13 

Question 15.6.5-13 
  
In order to verify the statistics and confirm the highest values of PCT, LMO and CWO, 
provide plots of the cumulative distribution function for the three parameters or a table of 
the three parameters for all 124 runs. 

 
 
15.06.05-14 

Question 15.6.5-14 
  
Explain the basis for the minimum containment pressure assumed in the LBLOCA 
analyses? 
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15.06.05-15 

Question 15.6.5-15 
  
State whether there have been any changes in the LBLOCA evaluation model since its 
review by the NRC.  If yes, are the changes reflected in the results in Section 15.6.5? 
Also, state whether these changes are significant? 

 
 
15.06.05-16 

Question 15.6.5-16 
  
Are any of the Generic Letters 85-012, 86-005, and 86-006, as noted in SRP 15.6.5, 
applicable to the US-APWR design?  If yes, provide explanation for meeting the 
requirements for operation and tripping of reactor coolant pump during SBLOCA. 

 
 
15.06.05-17 

Question 15.6.5-17 
  
TMI action item II.K.3.5 “Automatic RCP Trip during a LOCA” requires a reactor coolant 
pump trip following all small breaks. What steps are included in the Emergency 
Operating Procedures to provide explicit guidance on safe restart of the RCP during a 
SBLOCA? 

 
 
15.06.05-18 

Question 15.6.5-18 
  
The discussion of reactor coolant pump (RCP) trip in Section 15.6.5.2.2 (top of 
page15.6-65) is inconsistent with the assumed LOOP concurrent with reactor trip. The 
discussion in the section says the RCP trip occurs 3 seconds after ECCS actuation 
signal while the analysis (see Tables 15.6.5.9, 11 and 13) shows RCP trip occurs 3 
seconds after LOOP (reactor trip). Explain the inconsistency. 

 
 
15.06.05-19 

Question 15.6.5-19 
  
Provide loop flow rate in the results section (Section 15.6.5.2.2) to show how flow rate 
decreases over time in natural circulation phase. 
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15.06.05-20 
Question 15.6.5-20 
  
Provide void fraction near the break in the results section (Section 15.6.5.2.2). Does the 
observation that the break is always covered with liquid before loop clearance apply to 
all break locations? 

 
 
15.06.05-21 

Question 15.6.5-21 
  
Section 15.6.5.2.2 states that relative pressure increases during the early part of the 
loop seal clearance period. Discuss what is relative pressure and where is the figure 
showing this increase? 

 
 
15.06.05-22 

Question 15.6.5-22 
  
Timing of events and peak cladding temperature, shown in Tables 15.6.5-11 and 15.6.5-
12, are somewhat different from the tables for the sensitivity studies (Tables 5.1.1.a-3 
and 5.1.1.a-4, “Small Break LOCA Sensitivity Analyses for US-APWR”, MUAP-07025-P, 
July 2007). Please verify which information is correct. Was the analysis revised after July 
2007? 

 
 
15.06.05-23 

Question 15.6.5-23 
  
Appendix K requirements, Items 30 and 31 (Table 2-1), mention solution convergence to 
be demonstrated by studies of noding as well as time step sensitivities. The report 
(MUAP-07025-P, Table 2-1) refers to Section 5.5, but the section discusses only time 
step sensitivity. Section 4.2.3 and Section 5.4.2 discuss noding sensitivity for near break 
point (which is Appendix K requirement, Item 16), steam generator U-tube region and 
crossover leg.  Discuss the noding sensitivity studies for other components (including 
volume and junction options), especially the heated region of the core and vessel, for the 
SBLOCA. 

 
 
15.06.05-24 

Question 15.6.5-24 
  
The report (MUAP-07025-P, Table 2-1 and Section 4.1.12) states that the ECC 
water/steam interaction issue (Appendix K requirement 28) was handled by noding. 
Provide an explanation on this statement. 
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15.06.05-25 
Question 15.6.5-25 
  
Grid spacers modeling may be important for heat transfer and CCFL. Discuss how the 
grid spacers in the core (MUAP-07025-P, Section 3.2) are modeled, how the input data 
are determined (such as cross sectional areas and friction factors, etc.), and how the 
model and input data are validated. 

 
 
15.06.05-26 

Question 15.6.5-26 
  
Discuss how the flow distribution in the core (fraction of flows through various bypasses 
modeled in the core) is validated (MUAP-07025-P, section 3.2).  Section 4.1.3 mentions 
the total core flow being 91% of the RCS flow rates. Please explain. 

 
 
15.06.05-27 

Question 15.6.5-27 
  
Discuss how the flow areas and friction factors are determined for the cross flow 
junctions in the vessel, and how the model and input data are validated (MUAP-07025-
P, Section 4.1.3). 

 
 
15.06.05-28 

Question 15.6.5-28 
  
Nominal initial pressurizer level is assumed (MUAP-07025-P, Section 4.1.5).  Discuss 
the uncertainty of the level measurement and its impact on the pressure and the event 
progression (e.g., scram and ECCS initiation). 

 
 
15.06.05-29 

Question 15.6.5-29 
  
For the conditions described in MUAP-07025-P, Section 4.1.7, under Safety Injection 
Water Temperature, would this approach also yield conservative boric acid 
concentration?  (Losing the condensed water, which does not contain boric acid, in the 
containment may increase the boric acid concentration in the RWSP.) Discuss how the 
input conditions for TV801/811 and TJ802/812 are determined.  Provide plots of RWSP 
water temperature and boric acid concentration. 
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15.06.05-30 
Question 15.6.5-30 
  
Discuss the uncertainty of the pressure measurement at the pressurizer and its impact 
on the SCRAM and ECCS timing (MUAP-07025-P, Section 4.1.9). 

 
 
15.06.05-31 

Question 15.6.5-31 
  
Explain how M-RELAP5, which models the cold leg in one-dimension, models different 
break locations (top, side, or bottom)?  Discuss validation studies and tests regarding 
break locations. 

 
 
15.06.05-32 

Question 15.6.5-32 
  
Discuss what heat structures are included in the input model for SBLOCA analysis 
(MUAP-07025-P, Section 4.1.12). 

 
 
15.06.05-33 

Question 15.6.5-33 
  
Section 4.2.4 (MUAP-07025-P) indicates that the maximum time step sizes used for 7.5-
inch and 1-ft2 break analysis are larger than the time step size for the DVI break 
analysis.  This appears to be contradictory to expectations, since larger break transients 
may require smaller time steps due to more rapid changes. Discuss how these 
maximum time steps were chosen. What are the maximum time step sizes for other 
break sizes and locations? 

 
 
15.06.05-34 

Question 15.6.5-34 
  
In MUAP-07025-P, Section 5, most of the plots are long term (1000–5000 seconds). 
However, many of the rapid changes are occurring in initial short periods of time and 
they are difficult to discern in the long-term plots.  Provide short term plots, especially for 
the pressure, power, flow and PCT. 
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15.06.05-35 
Question 15.6.5-35 
  
It appears that the pressure decreases immediately upon break, even for a small break 
(MUAP-07025-P, Fig. 5.1.1.a-1, -10, 5.1.2-1, etc.). Were the pressurizer heaters 
included in the model? Wouldn’t the pressurizer heaters try to maintain the pressure for 
a while? Discuss the control logic of the pressurizer heaters, and their impact on the 
pressure immediately after break before scram. 

 
 
15.06.05-36 

Question 15.6.5-36 
  
It appears the power starts to decrease before the scram (MUAP-07025-P, Fig. 5.1.1.a-
2, 15.6.5-15, etc.). Explain the cause of this decrease. If it is due to Doppler effect, 
provide the core temperature plot. 

 
 
15.06.05-37 

Questin 15.6.5-37 
  
Explain the rapid oscillations of the collapsed level during the period of 600-1200 
seconds in MUAP-07025-P, Figure 5.1.1.a-7. Is this real or numerical? Why are these 
oscillations more prominently observed in 2-inch breaks than other size breaks? 

 
 
15.06.05-38 

Question 15.6.5-38 
  
The core upper region uncovery occurs much earlier for 1-ft2 crossover-leg break (56 
sec in MUAP-07025-P, Table5.1.1.c-3), compared to 1-ft2 cold-leg break (103 sec in 
Table 5.1.1.a-3), while timings of other events are very similar. This implies that 
crossover-leg break is more severe, which contradicts the MHI conclusion that cold-leg 
break is limiting.  Discuss the cause of the earlier uncovery and why this is not 
considered limiting. It is also noted that the minimum RCS mass inventory is higher for 
the cross-leg break (Fig. 5.1.1.c-14) than for the cold-leg break (Fig. 5.1.1.a-14) during 
this period, which appears contradictory to earlier uncovery for the cross-leg break. 
Provide an explanation for these inconsistencies. 

 
 
15.06.05-39 

Question 15.6.5-39 
  
The mass flow rate of one SI pump is 170 lb/sec., thus one SI pump injects about 50,000 
lb more water in 300 seconds into the system, but mass inventory figures for the 
sensitivity calculations (MUAP-07025-P, Fig. 5.6.1-7, 5.6.1-20) don’t show the expected 
trend. Discuss what happens to the additional water. 
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15.06.05-40 

Question 15.6.5-40 
  
How are the SI pumps represented in M-RELAP5, by pump model or time dependent 
junction/volume? 

 
 
15.06.05-41 

Question 15.6.5-41 
  
Explain why the accumulator flow shows rapid oscillations in MUAP-07025-P, Figure 
5.1.3-4, for the case of pressurizer steam phase break? 

 
 
15.06.05-42 

Question 15.6.5-42 
  
The PCT for the 7-inch cold leg bottom break is higher than the initial temperature while 
for the other break sizes between 1-inch and 11-inch the PCTs are all below the initial 
temperature (see MUAP-07025-P, Table 5.2-1). Explain the reason for the heatup of the 
cladding for the 7-inch break. 

 
 
15.06.05-43 

Question 15.6.5-43 
  
MUAP-07025-P, Section 2.1 states that “The capability of M-RELAP5 in simulating 
SBLOCA was demonstrated by the validation analyses with integral effect tests and 
separate effects tests focused on the models related to important phenomena identified 
in the Phenomena Identification and Ranking Table (PIRT)," and that "The results show 
that M-RELAP5 is capable to predict the high ranking key phenomena quite well.” 
However, the MHI report MUAP-07013-P(R0), "Small Break LOCA Methodology for US-
APWR" presented only one test (ROSA IET) for four phenomena, and there are only two 
tests for four other phenomena. Only two phenomena are validated by three tests, two 
SETs and the ROSA IET. Furthermore, it appears that no sensitivity analysis has been 
performed in the code simulation of the tests with regard to nodalization and time step 
size. The conclusion that the code is conservative for these high ranking phenomena is 
based on simple comparison of the test results with the calculated results. However, the 
modeling sensitivity is unknown and the claim of conservatism may not be justified when 
the sensitivities are taken into consideration, especially with only one test for the 
validation of some key phenomena. Discuss the rationale for using a single test to 
validate high ranking phenomena and generalizing the applicability to other conditions, 
such as break size and location different than the single test.  Are there any validation 
studies performed previously for RELAP5-3D and RELAP5Mod3.3 that are applicable to 
M-RELAP5? How was modeling sensitivity addressed in the validation of M-RELAP5 
against test data? 
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15.06.05-44 

Question 15.6.5-44 
  
The post-LOCA long term cooling evaluation model is noted as similar to the model 
described in References 15.6-10 through 15.6-13. Has the US-APWR post-LOCA long 
term cooling EM been reviewed by the NRC? Is there a code manual for the model? 

 
 
15.06.05-45 

Question 15.6.5-45 
  
During long term cooling, HHIS is injected into hot leg. Discuss how the switch takes 
place from downcomer to hot leg? Explain the manual switchover procedures from RV 
injection mode to the simultaneous RV and hot-leg injection mode (e.g., what parameter 
triggers the switchover), and provide references for relevant operator procedures. 

 
 
15.06.05-46 

Question 15.6.5-46 
  
It appears that there is insufficient information regarding how the equations in Section 
15.6.5.3.1.3 are derived and how they are solved. For example, the spill flow shown in 
Figure 15.6.5-41 is not shown in the equations; there is no information on how the ratio 
of RV injection flow and hot leg injection flow is determined; no equations are shown for 
the calculation of the void fraction and how it is entered into the equation (other than that 
it is calculated by Yeh’s correlation), etc.  Provide a more detailed discussion of the EM. 

 
 
15.06.05-47 

Question 15.6.5-47 
  
Are these equations (see Question 15.6.5-46) solved analytically or numerically? If they 
are solved numerically, explain the solution procedures (what are the known variables at 
each time step, etc?). 

 
 
15.06.05-48 

Question 15.6.5-48 
  
The size of the mixing volume is controlled by the external loop resistance and the 
balance of hydrostatic heads between the downcomer and inner vessel regions. Discuss 
how the EM accounts for these effects. Discuss how the mixing volume makeup flow 
rate is determined as a function of time. 
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15.06.05-49 
Question 15.6.5-49 
  
Discuss how the initial boric acid concentration of the mixing volume (at the beginning of 
reflood phase) was determined. Provide a table showing the initial values of the 
variables appearing in the equations for a typical LB and SB LOCA.  Discuss the 
boundary variables and how they are determined. 

 
 
15.06.05-50 

Question 15.6.5-50 
  
Discuss how the boric acid from accumulators is accounted for in the equations since it 
does not appear in the equations. 

 
 
15.06.05-51 

Question 15.6.5-51 
  
What is the uncertainty in the boric acid precipitation limit assumed in the EM?  Is there 
a margin to allow for operator error? 

 
 
15.06.05-52 

Question 15.6.5-52 
  
It appears that these equations assume that all the vapor flow out of the mixing volume 
is returned to the RWSP. However some of the vapor in the containment may not return 
to the RWSP, thus potentially increasing the boric acid concentration. Discuss potential 
impacts of this on the conclusion that the boric acid concentration would stay below the 
limiting value (29.27%), in view of the results which show that the concentration is within 
3% of the limiting value before the switch-over for some transients. 

 
 
15.06.05-53 

Question 15.6.5-53 
  
During the post-LOCA cooling period, containment spray may be activated, which is not 
accounted for in the equations. Discuss the impact of the containment spray on the boric 
acid concentration. 
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15.06.05-54 
Question 15.6.5-54 
  
Discuss what is the minimum boric acid concentration required to keep the core sub-
critical after scram and indicate it in Figures 15.6.5-42 and -43. 

 
 
15.06.05-55 

Question 15.6.5-55 
  
Does the M-RELAP5 include boric acid concentration calculation option?  If yes, is this 
option activated in the SBLOCA analysis? 

 
 
15.06.05-56 

Question 15.6.5-56 
  
In a SBLOCA there is the possibility that there will be significant steam generated over 
the long term.  If there is reflux condensation in a steam generator then there is the 
potential for unborated water to accumulate in the cold leg and at a later time this 
unborated water could enter the core abruptly after the restart of an RCP.  Has this so-
called “Finnish scenario” been considered? If so, what were the results? If not, explain 
why this scenario was not considered. 

 
 


